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still writes in formal periods should retain his rights over it)
if ordinary writers would give it up altogether except in the
special uses, independent of its quantitative value, to which
it is being more and more applied by common consent. These
are (i) between two sentences that are in clear antithesis,
but not connected by an adversative conjunction; (2) intro-
ducing a short quotation; (3) introducing a list; (4) introducing
a sentence that comes as fulfilment of a promise expressed or
implied in the previous sentence; (5) introducing an explanation
or proof that is not connected with the previous sentence by
for or the like. Examples are:
 (1)	Man proposes: God disposes.
 (2)	Always remember the ancient maxim: Know thyself.—B.
 (3)	Chief rivers: Thames, Severn, Humber . . .
 (4)	Some things we can, and others we cannot do: we can walk, but
we cannot fly.—bigelow.
 (5)	Rebuke thy son in private: public rebuke hardens the heart.—B.
In the following clear case of antithesis a colon would
have been more according to modern usage than the semicolon.
As apart from our requirements Mr. Arnold-Forster's schemes have
many merits; in relation to them they have very few.—Times.
It now only remains, before leaving actual stops for the
dash, hyphen, quotation mark, and bracket, to comment on a
few stray cases of ambiguity, false scent, and ill-judged stop-
ping. We have not hunted up, and shall not manufacture,
any of the patent absurdities that are amusing but unprofit-
able. The sort of ambiguity that most needs guarding against
is that which allows a sleepy reader to take the words wrong
when the omission or insertion of a stop would have saved him.
The chief agitators of the League, who have—not unnaturally con-
sidering the favours showered upon them in the past—a high sense of
their own importance . . .—Times.
With no comma after unnaturally the first thought is that
the agitators not unnaturally consider; second thoughts put
it right; but second thoughts should never be expected from
a reader.

